
PARTNERSHIP FOR OFFSHORE WIND ENERGY
Accelerating Discovery, Innovation, and Job Creation

POWER-US
With sustaining support from the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center, 
several academic and research institutions in the Commonwealth are 
developing a national plan for advancing U.S.  innovation in offshore 
wind energy. This initiative builds on decades of efforts of our institutions 
that include:

The longest running graduate level (MS and PhD) wind energy engineering 
program in the country, with over 40 years of experience, at UMass Amherst

The only NSF-funded Wind Energy Center in the Country at UMass Lowell

World leading ocean science, exploration, planning and policy experience 
at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, UMass Dartmouth and UMass 
Boston

Expertise in the design and testing of heavy civil infrastructure at 
Northeastern and Tufts Universities

Workforce development for offshore wind farm construction, 
operation and maintenance at Bristol Community College and 
Massachusetts Maritime Academy
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•

•

•

•
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SECURING MASSACHUSETTS LEADERSHIP

OPPORTUNITY

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts is geographically positioned to be at the center of 
the offshore wind energy industry for three primary reasons: (i) the NEED for new sources 
of energy along the densely populated northeast; (ii) the strongest wind energy 
RESOURCE in the U.S. is off our coastline; and (iii) the FEASIBILITY of securing foundations 
for large wind turbines on the outer continental shelf.

In addition to our geographic advantage, Massachusetts has 
passed the largest legislative commitment to offshore wind at 
1,600 MW.  The federally identified and auctioned Massachu-
setts wind lease area is close to 1 millions acres, nearly half of 
all U.S. auctioned areas. Market-scale,  long-term commitments 
are the key for price reduction and local industry development. 
With such commitments, wind energy developers in Europe have 
been able to achieve dramatic cost reductions in recent years.
 

NEED RESOURCE FEASIBILITY

ACCELERATING DISCOVERY, INNOVATION, AND JOB CREATION
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• Analysis of policy options for renewable energy and clean
  energy sector growth
• Regulatory solutions that balance environmental protection and 
  economic development 
• Community engagement using graphic collaborative tools  such 
  as SeaSketch
• Development of legal frameworks for ocean zoning that
  provide greater certainty for development & conservation

ENERGY POLICY & ECONOMICS
EXPERTISE IN ENERGY & ECONOMIC POLICY, REGULATION & IMPLEMENTATION

• Business-model and cost analysis 
  related to siting, equipment options, grid 
  connection
• Electricity pricing and contract models,
  impact on regional power markets 
• Financing mechanisms
• Leveraging wind for regional economic
  development: growing the cluster and
  related value-chain activities
• Workforce   development and training 
  across the value chain
• Accelerating learning and best-practice 
  benchmarking from European experience

CLUSTERS, ECONOMIC AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT, 
FINANCE AND CLEAN ENERGY

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) Marine Policy Center examines 
an oyster aquaculture project on Cape Cod. WHOI has spent years analyzing 
economic and policy issues surrounding aquaculture around the world.

Sustainable Solutions Lab
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON

Urban Harbor Institute, UMass Boston
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IGERT Fellow Pam Loring 
studies the offshore 
movements of Terns and 
other sea birds in an 
effort to determine 
areas of conservation 
concern and good sites 
for future wind projects 
in the area. 

IGERT Fellow Carson Pete and Professor Jon McGowan presenting research on 
compressed air energy storage for offshore wind turbines.

Integrative Graduate Education and Research Traineeship (IGERT) students travel 
to Washington DC to engage policy makers.

IGERT Fellows traveled to Denmark to visit offshore wind farms and meet a 
wide range of stakeholders. Fellow Destenie Nock pictured.

EDUCATING WIND ENERGY LEADERS FOR OVER 40 YEARS

WIND ENERGY EDUCATION

PROGRAMS SUPPORTING WIND ENERGY EDUCATION

Energy Engineering
Ocean Resources & Policy
Mechanical Engineering
Civil & Environmental Engineering
Wind Power Engineering
Clean Energy & Sustainability
Electrical Engineering
Marine Science & Technology
Energy & Environmental Policy
Marine Engineering
Wind Energy Technician Career Prep
Structural Engineering

Professor William 
Heronemus started the 
wind energy program 
at UMass Amherst in 
1973 with a vision of 
large scale offshore 
wind energy powering 
the east coast.

Wind Energy Explained, 
authored by professors 
at UMass Amherst, is the 
best selling wind energy 
text book in the world.
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Cadets spend Sea Terms on the T.S. Kennedy, MMA’s teaching vessel, between the two Academic Semesters, in January and February. The ship sails for foreign ports of 
the Caribbean Sea including the Panama Canal and an Equator crossing. The voyage lasts about 52 days on average, and during that time a cadet will rotate through 
class and laboratory training at sea, ships operations including deck and engine watches, maintenance and emergency drills.

JOB CREATION FOR A NEW MARINE INDUSTRY

MARINE ENGINEERING
The MMA Marine Engineering (MENG) program prepares graduates for careers as licensed engineering of-
ficers in the United States Merchant Marine and for engineering positions in associated shoreside industries. 
Shipboard training typically takes place during the annual sea term. Students gain practical experience 
either aboard the Training Ship (TS) Kennedy to experience the maritime industry first-hand.
Classes:
Auxiliary Machinery I and II, Internal Combustion Engines (Diesel) I and II, Steam Generators, Steam and Gas 
Turbines, Operational Controls, Refrigeration, Applied Naval Architecture

BCC WIND POWER ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES IN SCIENCE 
Includes Wind Power Certificate Program
Classes:
Intro to Sustainable & Green Energy Tech, Computer Aided Drafting, Computer Aided Mechanical Design, 
Electrical Machinery, Fluid Systems, Material Science w/ new Recycling & Sustainable, Design material, Sta-
tistics, Mechanic of Materials & Structures, Wind Power w/ Math, Physics & Other General Education Courses

MARINE SUPPORT SERVICE
UMB School for the Environment provides training for a range of technical support services.
Classes:
Advanced Research Diving, Rescue and Salvage Diving, and Coast Guard Certified Boating

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

GLOBAL WIND ORGANIZATION

· Formed in 2009 by wind industry companies 
· Committed to creating a basic safety training curriculum standard
· Industry recognized certification focused on creating accident-free workplace 
   · Fire Awareness
   · First Aid   
   · Manual Handling
   · Working at Heights
   · Sea Survival

Wind turbine service technician is the fastest growing occupation in the country.
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Spatially distributed hurricane hazard 
relative to BOEM Wind Energy Areas.

A numerical hydrodynamic simulation model is 
used to determine the spatially correlated wind 
and wave hazards along the U.S. Atlantic Coast.

Tracks of historical hurricanes and locations 
of NOAA buoys.

Joint probabilistic modeling of multiple offshore hazards is essential to 
assessing risk.

Experimental research is needed to address pressing issues, such as modeling 
impact loads from breaking waves, in offshore wind hurricane risk assessment.

MITIGATING RISK ENSURES AFFORDABLE ENERGY SECURITY

HURRICANE RISK ASSESSMENT

INSTALLATIONS & ENGINEERING MODELS

MONOPILES: 
European experience

Westernmost Rough (UK)

JACKETS:
Block Isand, US supply chain

Block Isand (USA)

FLOATING: 
Deeper water options

VolturnUS (USA)

O�shore wind turbines can be supported on monopiles, jackets and �oating platforms.  Each has application to di�erent water depths and 
may be most economical in di�erent supply-chain scenarios.  Each may prove applicable to Massachusetts waters.  POWER-US has 
experience working with all support structure types.



OOOCEAN SITING & MONITORING
WORLD LEADING OCEAN EXPERTISE

MassCEC funded 
observations of the 
wind resource off-
shore of Martha’s 
Vineyard will be 
used to estimate the 
wind energy.

BOEM-funded simulations 
of ocean currents exam-
ine interactions of off-
shore wind infrastructure 
with fish recruitment.

Simulated ocean 
currents & surface 

temperatures 
during Spring

Enlarged view local mesh with turbines  

Wind turbines: 135
Turbine radius (R): 2.5 m
Grid resolu�on:  1.3 m 

Models and Experiments

WIND SENSING AND OCEAN MODELING

Lidar-measured wind speed at 
40-190 m above the ocean surface

SPATIAL DATA PRODUCTS & MAPPING ADVANCED BOTTOM HABITAT MAPPING

Together with NGOs, advanced mapping and 
visualization of marine habitats and ecological 
function in the Northwest Atlantic provided a 
comprehensive baseline of information on the 
conditions on the U.S. Northeast Shelf at scales 
useful to  fisheries managers and ocean users.

ACOUSTIC MONITORING

BOEM and MassCEC 
funded efforts have 
worked to understand 
the noise of construction 
activities as well as test 
new methods to sense 
and track whales. 

HAB-CAM has been used, 
via towed surveys to 
achieve 3D mapping of 
the bottom, automatic 
species identification and 
distribution modeling, and 
behavior monitoring. 

Sand (0.07 – 2mm)

Granule / Pebble (2 - 64mm) Cobble (64 - 256mm) Boulder (> 256mm)

Sand & Shell DebrisSand Ripple

Dynamic Substrate Static Substrate

Gravel

Academic/Industry cooperative video surveys pro-
vide mapping of  the benthic macroinvertebrate 
community and the bottom characteristics.

UNDERSTANDING WIND FARM INTERACTIONS WITH
COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING ON THE OUTER
CONTINENTAL SHELF

Fine-scale resource surveys of groundfish overlapping with offshore wind 
lease areas 

High-frequency radar-derived 
surface current maps for 
Southern New England coastal 
ocean on 12 April 2017. The 
current vector magnitudes are 
color-coded in units of cm/sec, 
such that the deepest reds are 
100 cm/s or approximately 2 
nautical miles per hour.  

Distance (km)

An ocean glider (glider BLUE) survey of water 
properties in the southern New England coastal 
ocean during September 2013 over a 20-day 
trajectory  with measured depth-averaged cur-
rents superposed. A temperature transect cover-
ing the eastern half of the triangle reveals the 
low temperatures in the September Cold Pool.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES FOR SAFE & RELIABLE OPERATION

 STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING

Illustration of (a) passive damage detection, (b) active damage detection methods.

At UMass Lowell researchers are   developing unmanned 
aerial vehicles that can be used to inspect wind turbine 
towers and blades. The optical based system leverages 
digital camera technology to assess damage and chang-
es in the structure (leading edge wear, splits, cracks, etc.).  
The team has already used this technology to perform in-
spection of bridges and railways.      
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FAST software, developed by NREL,  
simulates the dynamic behavior of off-
shore wind turbines. The TMD module 
has been developed by UMass Am-
herst researchers and integrated into 
the FAST software.

To optimize the structural control 
device, a simple model with 3 degrees 
of freedom was developed, enabling 
rapid parameter studies to identify the 
optimal parameters of the device. The 
results from this simple model informed 
more accurate simulations of the entire 
wind turbine system using the FAST 
code.

The impact of structural control on the turbine is demonstrated by the 
blue and red line (two different structural control approaches), 
compared to the black line (the baseline turbine). The maximum bend-
ing moments and tower top acceleration of the turbine are reduced 
by 30% and 40%.

This project optimized structural control devices for the GE Haliade 6 MW turbine, which is shown 
here being installed at the Block Island Wind Farm. The turbine hub height is 100 m, and the 
mass of the structural control device is 20,000 kg.

Structural control devices include pendulum dampers. The pendulum 
swings back and forth, absorbing and dissipating energy from the 
main wind turbine structure. The project has developed new models 
for non-linear stiffness curves and methods to implement semi-active 
control.

STRUCTURAL CONTROL DEVICES TO REDUCE THE COST OF ENERGY

STRUCTURAL CONTROL
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Goals of the Consortium
- Identify and aggressively address challenges faced by the 
composites manufacturing industry
- Identify pre-competitive research and demonstration 
projects
- Promote sustained interaction among industry, academia, 
and government laboratories in the area of composites.

Outcomes of Consortium
- A detailed roadmap for the composites manufacturing 
industry 
- A deeper understanding of the critical composite 
manufacturing challenges
- An effectively functioning consortium to tackle these 
challenges.

The FIBERS Consortium outlines the plan for growing composites 
manufacturing in the October 2016 issue of leading industry 
trade magazine, Composites Manufacturing, after completing 
NIST funded roadmap.  The Consortium and effort has been led 
by the UMass Lowell in cooperation with other leading academic 
institutions, industry leaders, the ACMA, and government partners.

COMPOSITES MANUFACTURING 
STRATEGIC GROWTH OF US MANUFACTURING

Geographic distribution of the FIBERS Consortium

Resin infusion for composite wind blade manufacturing
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UMass Lowell is the lead WindSTAR site and focuses on projects that advance the materials, 
manufacturing, reliability, testing, and monitoring of the blades and turbines at MassCEC’s 
WTTC.

THE ONLY NSF-FUNDED CENTER ON WIND ENERGY

WINDSTAR

CFD of Wind Farm: Isocontours of Axial Velocity

RESEARCH THRUST AREAS:

- Composites and Blade Manufacturing
- Foundations and Towers
- Structural Health Monitoring, 
  Non-Destructive Inspection, and Testing
- Wind Farm Modeling and Measurement 
- Control Systems for Turbines and Farms
- Energy Storage and Grid Integration

“There’s high value and great e�ciency 
in bringing together industry and 

academic ways of looking at a 
problem ... di�erent perspectives lead 

to creative solutions.”
-Justin Johnson, EDP Renewables North America LLC, 2015-16 WindSTAR IAB Chair

MEMBERS FUNDING OUR RESEARCH:

Bachmann Electronic Corp.
EDP Renewables
GE Renewable Energy
Hexion
Huntsman
Infigen
Keuka Energy
Leeward Energy
Maine Composites Alliance
MassCEC
National Instruments
NRG Renew
Pattern Operators
TPI Composites, Inc.

Project for evaluating and simulating automation of wind blade 
manufacturing process.



OODESIGN TOOLS & STANDARDS
ESTABLISHING AND ADVANCING DESIGN & INNOVATION

The design of offshore wind energy parks is enabled by training, standards, and computational tools, and 
limited by regulations. Examples of Massachusetts Institutional leadership include: 

UMass-Amherst literally wrote “the textbook” for the design of offshore wind plants which trains engineers 
in fundamental concepts and the design process. They alsocontribute to  international standards, and to the 
creation and validation of computational design tools. 

Northeastern University sets national standards for the design of steel structures, and to the design of 
offshore structures subjected to hurricanes and earthquakes. Standards consist of fundamental algebraic 
relationship needed for design and innovation.

Tufts University sets national and international standards for the design of concrete and structures, and for 
testing of onshore and offshore soil and rock structures.Regulations are maintained by governmental 
agencies to protect the natural environment. and habitats, and that define the site investigation and 
operation requirements. 

•

•

•
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Large-scale bending tests at Northeastern University’s STReSS Lab & imperfection measurements of wind 
towers, which are manufactured with an innovative process with many potential benefits for the wind energy 

LARGE-SCALE TESTING
INFRASTRUCTURE INNOVATION REQUIRES LARGE-SCALE TESTING

Clemson University houses a 15 MW rig for testing large drive trains and an e-grid 
facility for testing electrical grid operations. 

The Lifelines Testing Facility at Cornell 
University makes it possible to study the 
resiliency of pipelines and other utilities to 
displacements such as those for electrical 
grid lines buried in the seabed.

The University of Maine operates a 
wave basin that is capable of study-
ing the performance of floating 
foundations for offshore wind tur-
bines.

MassCEC’s Wind Technology Testing Center  
is a spectacular facility capable of dynamic 
and static testing of wind energy structures 
up to 90m long. 



OOOCEAN TEST BED
A NATIONAL RESOURCE FOR OFFSHORE TESTING AND INNOVATION

Southeastern Massachusetts and the New England Shelf showing the 
MVCO infrastructure locations relative to the RI/MA Wind Energy 
Areas (WEA). Figure adapted from MassCEC. 

Deployed in 2001, the Martha’s Vineyard infrastructure of the MVCO 
includes underwater nodes and the Air-Sea Interaction Tower (ASIT) 1.5 
miles offshore.

Benchmark example: AUV vs. ship surveys for efficient geophysical data collection

ASIT

Reference Station

MVCO infrastructure and proposed 
Ocean Test Bed and Reference Station 
locations near the RI/MA WEAs.  As 
shown, the reference station is ~16 km 
(10 miles) offshore in 30 m of water.

ASIT from the waterline.

Similar to large-scale national testing facilities created to advance American knowledge and innovation, the 
Ocean Test Bed would advance knowledge of the continental shelf geologic, oceanic, biologic and atmospheric 
conditions in an area of active development for U.S. offshore wind energy as well as provide public benchmark 
datasets for testing American innovations in resource characterization. Leveraging these efforts, an offshore 
extension of the existing Martha’s Vineyard Coastal Observatory (MVCO) would create a multi-purpose 
reference station supporting long-term monitoring and research relevant not only to the American offshore 
wind industry and its effective regulation, but also basic and applied ocean and atmospheric sciences.
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THE DESIGN OF OFFSHORE WIND’S HEAVY INFRASTRUCTURE

SYSTEM-LEVEL FRAMEWORK

The U.S. offshore wind energy resource can 
supply several times the total U.S. demand for 
electricity. If developed at scale, the cost will 
soon be competitive with all fossil fuel resources. 
Responsible development, and the minimization 
of long-term costs, requires key elements of the 
offshore wind industry, such as the foundations, 
the electrical grid and the logistics ports, to be 
considered as heavy infrastructure.

Strategic investments have positioned the 
United States as a world leader in the design of 
robust and cost-effective heavy infrastructure. 
For example, our expertise in seismic design 
was created through state and federal 
investments in large-scale testing, data archives, 
computational platforms and design standards. 
Recent federal support includes an act of 
congress that created the 15-year $400 million 
National Science Foundation program in 
earthquake engineering.

Offshore wind infrastructure rivals earthquake 
engineering in its complexity and opportunity 
for innovation. Our nation has already made 
significant investments in large-scale testing 
facilities for offshore wind such as the 
Massachusetts Wind Technology Testing Center, 
the Clemson Drivetrain and eGrid laboratories 
and U. Maine Wave/Wind generator. Future 
national facilities ought to include Ocean Test 
Beds, Foundations Testing Facilities, Data 
Centers, a Research Network, and Formal 
Mechanisms for Industry Engagement.

150 year life span | 1500 year earthquake

controls, inspection, repair, 
upgrade, innovate

wind, currents, waves, risk, hazards
seafloor strata, boulders, stiffness, 
strength, cabling

clean energy economy, 
stakeholders, policy, jobs, 
longevity 

aerodynamics, interfaces, 
fatigue, installation,
transmission, options 

habitats, noise, inspection

degradation, mitigation



The formation of POWER-US, a ~$2B national research network 
centered in Massachusetts will accelerate discovery, innovation, and 

job creation within the Commonwealth and the region.  

The New England 
continental shelf is 
among the largest 

offshore wind resources 
in the United States

POWER-US will advance 
research and development 
in a way that drives job 
growth, innovation, improves 
regulations, validates models, 
and lowers costs to 

RESPONSIBLY DEVELOP OUR 
NATION’S VAST OFFSHORE 

WIND RESOURCE.

With sustaining funding from MassCEC, UMass Amherst, Boston, Lowell 
and Dartmouth along with Northeastern University, Tufts University, and 
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution are involved in developing 

a national research network and agenda for offshore wind.

1,600 MWHOUSE BILL
H . 4 5 6 8

The recent passage of MA 
House bill H.4568 requires MA 
to solicit long-term contracts to 
procure 1,600 megawatts of offshore wind power.

Adopt a unified stance in promoting offshore 
wind economic development, research, and 
education in a responsible and systematic 
manner.

Lead a national agenda with our municipal, 
state and federal political delegations, state 
administrative leadership, and the general 
public.

Take a leading role & impart transformational 
change in the development and management 
of valuable offshore wind energy resource.

Create a national framework and unified 
voice advocating for offshore wind research, 
with Massachusetts as a major national and 
international hub. 

PARTNERSHIP GOALS:

OO
Massachusetts academic 

institutions have
recognized capabilities, 

experience and 
expertise to advance 

offshore wind.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR PARTNERS AND STAY IN TOUCH

WWW.POWER-US.ORG
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